ART STUDIOS

2,600 SF of studio space on Morris Street

STOREFRONT ART STUDIO FRONTAGE

What arts events would you like to participate in?

COMMUNITY ARTS PROGRAMMING

Art Labs  Outdoor Displays  Art Demonstrations  Performances  Work Space  Craft Fairs
STREETSCAPE AND PLAZA CONCEPT

What would you like to see in the plaza space?

PLAZA AND STREETSCAPE PRECEDENTS

Integrated Art

Outdoor Workspace

Indoor-Outdoor Spaces
EXISTING

Block 3701
Lots 13-15

Why is Morris Street important to you?

What are the best and worst things about Morris Street today?
ARCHITECTURE

Precedent Images
Storefront Studios

FACADE DESIGN

Precedent Images
Storage Facilities

Materials
Precedents

Kalwall
Prodema
Hardie Board
Green Screen